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Abstract. This is a review of some aspects of the theory of N -complexes and homogeneous algebras with applications to the cubic Yang-Mills algebra.



Based on the lectures presented by M. Dubois-Violette at the First Solvay Workshop on Higher-Spin Gauge Theories held at Brussels on May 12-14, 2004
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Introduction The aim of this lecture is to introduce some new algebraic techniques and apply them to the socalled Yang-Mills algebras in (s + 1)-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space. These algebras arise | naturally from the Yang-Mills equations and are defined as the unital associative C-algebras generated by the elements ∇λ , λ ∈ {0, · · · , s} with relations g λµ [∇λ , [∇µ , ∇ν ]] = 0,



∀ν ∈ {0, . . . , s}.



Our algebraic tools will allow us to calculate the global dimension and the Hochschild dimension, among other homological properties, which will all be defined along the way. The new algebraic techniques consist of an extension of the techniques used in the framework of quadratic algebras to the framework of N -homogeneous algebras with N ≥ 2, (N = 2 corresponds to quadratic algebras). For a N -homogeneous algebra, the defining relations are homogeneous of degree N and it turns out that the natural generalisation of the Koszul complex of a quadratic algebra is here a N -complex. In the first section we will introduce N -differentials and N -complexes and the corresponding generalisation of homology. Although this will be our main setting, we will not dwell long on that subject, as we are more interested in the properties of certain kinds of N -complexes, namely the Koszul N -complexes of N -homogeneous algebras. This will be the content of the second part of this lecture in which we will present all the tools necessary for our study of Yang-Mills algebras, which will be the central theme of the third part.



1.1



N -differentials and N -complexes



Let IK be a commutative ring and E be a IK-module. We say that d ∈ End(E) is a N -differential iff dN = 0. Then (E, d) is a N -differential module. Since, by definition, Im dN −p ⊂ Ker dp , we have a generalization of homology H(p) = H(p) (E) =



Ker dp , Im dN −p



for 1 ≤ p < N.



H(p) (E) and H(N −p) (E) can also be obtained as the homology in degrees 0 and 1 of the ZZ2 complex dp



dN −p



E → E → E. For N -differential modules with N ≥ 3, we have a basic lemma which has no analog for N = 2. Let Z(n) = Ker dn and B(n) = Im dN −n . Since Z(n) ⊂ Z(n+1) and B(n) ⊂ B(n+1) , the inclusion induces a morphism [i] : H(n) → H(n+1) . On the other hand since dZ(n+1) ⊂ Z(n) and dB(n+1) ⊂ B(n) , then d induces a morphism [d] : H(n+1) → H(n) . One has the following lemma [DU-KE], [DU2]. Lemma 1.1.1. Let ` and m be integers with ` ≥ 1, m ≥ 1 and ` + m ≤ N − 1. Then the
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following hexagon (H`,m ) of homomorphisms



[i]`



[d]m



H(`+m) (E) *  



 



 H(m) (E)



H Y HH



HH H H(N −`) (E)  m



[d]N −(`+m)



[i]



- H(`) (E) H HH[i]N −(`+m) H H j H H(N −m) (E)   `  [d]    H(N −(`+m)) (E)



is exact. A N -complex of modules is a N -differential module E which is ZZ−graded, E =



M



E n , with



n∈Z Z



N -differential d of degree 1 or -1. Then if we define n H(m) =



the modules H(m) =



M



Ker(dm : E n −→ E n+m ) , dN −m (E n+m−N )



n H(m) are ZZ-graded modules. This is all we need to know about N -



n∈Z Z differentials and N -complexes.



Many examples of N -complexes are N -complexes associated with simplicial modules and root of the unit in a very general sense [DU1], [DU2], [DU-KE], [KA], [KA-WA], [MA], [WA] and it was shown in [DU2] that these N -complexes compute in fact the homology of the corresponding simplicial modules. An interesting class of N -complexes which are not of the above type and which are relevant for higher-spin gauge theories is the class of N -complexes of tensor fields on Rn of mixed Young symmetry type defined in [DU-HE]. For these N -complexes which generalise the complex of differential forms on Rn , a very nontrivial generalization of the Poincar´e lemma was proved in [DU-HE]. The class of N -complexes of interest for the following also escape to the simplicial frame. For these N -complexes which generalise the Koszul complexes of quadratic algebras for algebras with relations homogeneous of degree N , dN = 0 just reflect the fact that the relations are of degree N . From this point of view a natural generalization of the theory of N -homogeneous algebras and the associated N -complexes would be a theory of N -homogeneous operads with associated N -complexes in order to deal with structures where the product itself satisfies relations of degree N.



1.2



Homogeneous algebras of degree N



This part will be the longest and most demanding of this lecture and will, therefore, be subdivided into several subparts. We will start by defining the homogeneous algebras of degree N (or N homogeneous algebras) and then proceed to several constructions involving these algebras which generalise what has already been done for quadratic algebras (N = 2). At the end of this first subpart we will introduce several complexes and N -complexes whose acyclicity is a too strong condition to cover interesting examples in case N ≥ 3. This will be remedied in the next
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subsection where we will introduce the Koszul complex whose acyclicity will give us a wealth of properties for the homogeneous algebra. Before reaping the benefits of Koszulity we will revise some concepts of homological algebra essential for the understanding of the definitions and properties that follow and which are the subject of the third and fourth subsections, and of the last section of this lecture as well.



1.2.1



The category HN Alg



Let IK be a field of characteristic 0, although for most of what follows this condition is not necessary, and let N be an integer with N ≥ vector space over L2. Let L E⊗2beLa finite-dimensional L E . . . = r∈IN E ⊗r ). IK and T (E) its tensor algebra (T (E) = IK E On what follows we will denote by E, E 0 and E 00 (resp. R, R0 , R00 ) three arbitrary finitedimensional vector spaces over IK (resp. linear subspaces of E ⊗N , E 0⊗N , E 00⊗N ). Definition 1.2.1. A homogeneous algebra of degree N , or N -homogeneous algebra, is an algebra A of the form A = A(E, R) = T (E)/(R). where (R) is the two-sided ideal of T (E) generated by a linear subspace R of E ⊗N Since R is homogeneous, A is a graded algebra, A = ⊕n∈IN An where  ⊗n n 0 and χA = 1. In other words, if A is Koszul PA (t)QA (t) = 1. In the case of our Yang-Mills algebra QA (t) =



X



dim(A!3n )t3n − dim(A!3n+1 )t3n+1 ,



n



then QA (t) = 1 − (s + 1)t + (s + 1)t3 + t4 = (1 − t2 )(1 − (s + 1)t + t2 ) and the corresponding Poincar´e series is PA (t) =



1 . (1 − t2 )(1 − (s + 1)t + t2 )



Bibliography [BE1] R. Berger. Koszulity for nonquadratic algebras. J. Algebra 239 (2001), 705-734. [BE2] R. Berger. Koszulity for non quadratic algebras II. math.QA/0301172; [BE-DU-WA] R. Berger,M. Dubois-Violette, M. Wambst. Homogeneous algebras. J. Algebra 261 (2003), 172-185. [BE-MA] R. Berger, N. Marconnet. Koszul and Gorenstein properties for homogeneous algebras. math.QA/0310070. [CO-DU] A. Connes, M. Dubois-Violette. Yang-Mills algebra. Lett. Math. Phys. 61 (2002), 149-158. [DU1] M. Dubois-Violette. Lectures on differentials, generalized differentials and some examples related to theoretical physics. Math.QA/0005256. Contemp. Math. 294 (2002) 59-94. [DU2] M. Dubois-Violette. dN = 0 generalized homology. K-theory 14 (1998) 371-404. [DU-HE] M. Dubois-Violette, M. Henneaux. Tensor fields of mixed symmetry type and N -complexes. Commun. Math. Phys. 226 (2002) 393-418. [DU-KE] M. Dubois-Violette, R. Kerner. Universal q-differential calculus and q-analog of homological algebra. Acta Math. Univ. Comenian. 16 (1996) 175-188. [DU-PO] M. Dubois-Violette, T. Popov. Homogeneous algebras, statistics and combinatorics. Lett. Math. Phys. 61 (2002) 159-170. [KA]



M. Kapranov, On the q-analog of homological algebra. Preprint, Cornell Univ. 1991; qalg/9611005.



[KA-WA] C. Kassel, M. Wambst. Alg`ebre homologique des N -complexes et homologie de Hochschild aux racines de l’unit´e. Publ. RIMS, Kyoto Univ. 34 (1998) 91-114. [MA] W. Mayer. A new homology theory I, II. Annals of Math. 43 (1942) 370-380, 594-605. [RO]



J. Rotman. An introduction to homological algebra. Academic Press, 1979.



[WA] M. Wambst. Homologie cyclique et homologie simpliciale aux racines de l’unit´e. K-Theory 23 (2001) 377-397. [WE] C.A. Weibel. An introduction to homological algebra. Cambridge University Press. 1994.
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